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Brian Edwards traces the story of the Hebrew
Scriptures, known as the Old Testament, and the
writing and acceptance of the books of the New
Testament. Edwards leads viewers to some
unexpected and faith-strengthening conclusions.
.
Forbidden Book, The - History of During the Dark Ages, superstition and ignorance
controlled the minds of the masses. A few brave
the English Bible
men obeyed God and brought the Scriptutres to the
world. - John Wycliffe, Martin Luther, William
Tyndale.
.
Retrace the historic path of God's Word from Mt
Indestructible Book, The Sinai to Plymouth Rock. Meet the scholars, teachers
and missionaries whose passionate faith preserved
the Indestructible Book.
.

Why 66? - The Canon of
Scripture

Release
Date

Category

AnswersinGenesis.org

Bible Study 53 min

1

NewLibertyVideos.com

History

58 min

2

International Baptist
Missions

History

4 hours in 4
sessions

3

60 min

4

75 min

5

Drawing on the expertise of scholars and academics FamilyChristianMovies.com History
from Europe and North America, The Story of the
English Bible documents one of the most important
stories in English history.
.
History
John Wycliffe - The Morning Star Captures the trials and struggles of this significant Gateway Films
man of faith - the 'Morning Star' of the Reformation.
.

Story of the English Bible

Length

Cat.
No.

Publisher

2005

2010
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God's Outlaw - William Tyndale A true story, God's Outlaw is about international

Cat.
No.

Release
Date

Publisher

Category

Length

Grenville / Vision Video

History

93 min

6

History

60 min

7

History

46 min

8

politics, church intrigue, cold-blodded betrayal and
false justice ending in a criminal's death. But it is
also about victorious faith and spiritual triumph over
some of the greatest political and religious forces
known in the 16th Century.
.
William Tyndale's life was one of the most exciting AvalonPress.net
William Tyndale - His Life, His
and influential ever. He was the first to translate
legacy
and print the 'Forbidden Book' - the English Bible. In
doing so he created the most spoken language in the
world today - modern English. After being
imprisoned for 500 days he was burned at the stake.
This is his amazing story.
.
Cartesian / Vision Video
Making of the King James Bible, Brings the viewer right into the heart of the
translation process through specific passage
The
examples. We get a firsthand look at the immense
attention to detail, giving the viewer a renewed
appreciation for the sacred scriptures and their place
in our homes, churches and the English-speaking
world.
.
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He sailed in 1793 to India with a reluctant wife and
four children to bring the message of Jesus. There
he encountered so much hardship it is amazing he
didn't abandon his mission and go home. But he
stayed for over 40 years.
.
At the close of the 19th Century, the British branded
Beyond the Next Mountain
the Hmar people of northeast India as 'the worst
headhunters'. But in 1910 a single copy of the
gospel of John came to this tribe and changed the
course of history for the Hmar people.
.
Darwin - The Voyage that Shook In 1831 a young amateur scientist, Charles Darwin,
boarded the HMS Beagle on an epic five-year voyage
the World
of discovery that would shake the world. This
expansive documentary retraces Darwin's voyage in
lavish detail, examining his findings and remarkable
conclusions - and their implications - in the light of
modern knowledge. Stunning nature
cinematography interwoven with scholars, scientists
and Darwin experts who share differing perspectives
on the man and the controversy he stirred.
.

Candle in the Dark - William
Carey

Publisher

Category

Length

Cat.
No.

Release
Date

Christian heritage Institute History
/ Vision Video

97 min

9

Global Films / Vision Video History

97 min

10

creation.com

54 min

11

History

2009
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Publisher

Category

Length

Diary of Revival - Outbreak of
1904 Welsh revival

Through contemporary letters, interviews and
photographs this program examines the beginning
and outbreak of the 1904 Welsh Revival through the
eyes and thoughts of the revivalist himself, the 26
year-old Evan Roberts.
.
Hosted by Eric Holmberg of The Apologetics Group,
this 3-part presentation examines the great mystery
of God's amazing grace as well as the struggle to
make sure that it was understood and embraced by
the Church.
.
6-part overview of the 2000 year history of the
Christian Church: Early Church/ Medieval /
Reformation/ 16-18th centuries/ New World/ 1920th Century.
.
Six half-hour programs vividly bringing to life the
Reformation, its colourful leaders and historyshaping turning points. Wycliffe/ Hus/ Luther/
Zwingli & Calvin/ Anabaptists/ Tyndale
.
Oliver Cromwell was born in relative obscurity in
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, but was to rise to
prominence as one of the greatest generals and
statesmen that Britain ever produced. Features
dramatic film reconstructions, expert commentary
and analyses and period images and paintings.
.

film42.com

History

62 min

12

2004

apologeticsgroup.com

History

4 hr, 17 min

13

2004

Samford University / Vision History
Video

Six 30 min
programs

14

Christian History Institute

History

Six 30 min
programs

15

Kultur.com

History

50 min

16

Amazing Grace - History &
Theology of Calvinism

History of Christianity

Reformation Overview

Oliver Cromwell - Leader in
Battle
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Great Awakening, The - Spiritual Through extensive source material, unique still
images and interviews with history scholars, this
Revival in Colonial America

Count Zinzendorf

Publisher

bjupress.com / ShowForth History

documentary follows the Great Awakening's
progression and conveys the lasting and radical
changes that took place. It educates about the past
while presenting the need for personal awakening in
hearts today.
.
Cornelius / Vision Video
Count Zinzendorf had a profound effect on the
course of history. Born into nobility in 1700 he put
aside a life of wealth, politics and privilege to follow
God's call. He established a refugee settlement for
persecuted Christians. This remarkable community
experienced a powerful outpouring of the Holy Spirit
which led them to a passionate concern for
worldwide missions. Under Zinzendorf's leadership
they set the stage for the modern missionary
movement.
.

Here I Stand - Life and Legacy of In this two-hour special we come to understand
Luther, what motivated him, the turning points in his
Martin Luther
life, the issues he confronted, the opposition that
sought to defeat him and the profound changes
brought about under his leadership and ministry.
.

Category

Gateway / Vision Video

Length

Cat.
No.

Release
Date

35 min

17

History

Four 25 min
segments

18

History

130 min in
two
programs,
plus 27 min
supplement

19
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Publisher

The 1970 revival at Asbury College, Kentucky will go Weiner Ministries
down in history as one of the greatest supernatural
events of the last half of 20th Century. Millions of
people were impacted by it. This simple program
conveys something of the outpouring's heart and
power.
.
Wilkinson / Vision Video
An enthralling documentary tracing the historical
Servant of Christ - Robert
Jermain Thomas and the Korean roots of Christianity on the Korean peninsula.
.

Revival Account - Asbury 1970

Category

Length

History

Cat.
No.

Release
Date
20

History

27 min

21

Current
Issues

63 min

22

2004

Current
Issues

1 hr 46 min

23

2010

Revivals

Fearfully and Wonderfully Made This illustrated lecture by Dr David Menton reveals

answersingenesis.org

the amazing and intricate structure of the womb and
the process of fertilisation, implantation, embryonic
development and birth - which cannot be explained
by chance and random processes. It explains from
anatomical science and biology the truth of Psalm
119:13-16 - that God weaves us together in the
womb.
.

Life After Abortion

A 360 degree look at unplanned pregnancies as told New Liberty Videos
by the women who experienced tham. From
desperation to deliverance the documentary takes
an honest look at the undeniable impact abortion
has had on real people.
.
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Publisher

Category

Length

Evolution's Achilles' Heels

With interviews of 12 PhD scientists, stunning
animations and dramatic footage, this documentary
presents a powerful 'warts and all' critique of
textbook evolutionary orthodoxy.
.
Address by Rev Fayek Iskander
.
Simon Manchester, rector of St Thomas Anglican
Church, North Sydney, sermon on Christian Growth
.
Examines the beginnings, beliefs and motivations of
Dispensationalism , focussing on its relatively recent
development, stormy history and most influential
proponents.
.
Features interviews with leading scholars, exciting
recreations and authentic Holy Land footage in an
investigation that looks beyond the peaceful image
of saints in stained-glass windows to reveal the true
and stirring stories of Jesus' closest followers.
.

Creation Ministries

Current
Issues

96 min

Life at the Bethel children's home in the Kirovsky
region in the Caucasus of Southern Russia, showing
everyday activities.
.

PRC

Winessing to Muslims
Renewed Mind

Late Great Planet Church - the
rise of Dispensationalism

Twelve Ordinary Men

Life at Bethel

Cat.
No.

Release
Date
24

Evangelism

25

Christian Media
Productions

Evangelism

26

Nicene Council /
Apologetics Group

Theology

2 hours

Word Videos

27

2008

28

Current
Issues

65 min

29

2007
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Video of the completion and dedication of the
accommodation home at Reformed Bible College,
Mwingi, Kenya on 29 July 2010.
.
Hymns of the Forefathers - Our Some of our most loved hymns. Features all 6
episodes as broadcast on ABC TV, presented by
Hope in Ages Past
Christopher Lawrence.
.
Hymns of 18th & 19th Century in a musical journey
Symphonic Hymns of the
through the cathederals, towns and countryside of
Forefathers
England.
.
Bestselling author, scientist and atheist Richard
God Delusion Debate
Dawkins puts his 'God Delusion' assertions to the
test when he debates his Oxford University
colleague John Lennox, who is both a scientist and a
Christian theologian.
.
An enthralling topic for scientists, skeptics and
Has Science Buried God? Richard Dawkins & John Lennox Christians for nearly 150 years, the answer to this
question has implications that reverberate
throughout public and private life, from government
policy and medical ethics to individual choices made
every day. Dawkins and Lennox go 'head to head' in
this debate.
.

Ebenezer Guest House

Publisher

Category

PRC

History

ABC / Bredon Hill

Hymns

ABC Shop

Length

Cat.
No.

Release
Date
30

2010

Six 50 min
programs

31

2004

Hymns

126 min

32

2002

Fixed Point

Current
Issues

112 min

33

2007

Fixed Point

Current
Issues

81 min

34

2009
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Publisher

Cat.
No.

Release
Date

Category

Length

Atheist Hitchins and Christian Lennox debate some Fixed Point
big questions: Should atheism replace Christianity in
Europe? Does atheism have a better record than
Christianity? Where would the New Atheism lead
the New Europe?
.
Is God Great? A Debate between Atheist Hitchins and Christian Lennox face off on the Fixed Point
subject "Is God Great?". A unique blend of both
Christopher Hitchins & John
planned remarks and fast-paced dialogue.
Lennox
.
Science and the God Question - A war is taking place. But is it a war between science Fixed Point
John Lennox & Alister McGrath and Christianity, or has science become a weapon in
a larger cultural battle?
.

Current
Issues

68 min

35

2008

Current
Issues

114 min

36

2009

Current
Issues

72 min

37

2007

Fixed Point
Pits two of the most elequent and influential
spokesmen for atheism and Christianity. Challenges
prejudices and opinions on issues that are relevant
to us all: faith, eternity, purpose, justice and
morality.
.
Zondervan
The Bible and the Christian Life - Six-session curriculum, John Stott addresses key
areas of Christian belief: Authority of Bible / Nature
John Stott
of Bible (Double Authorship) /Interpretation /Culture
/ Christian Mind / Impact on Society
.

Current
Issues

98 min

38

2009

Can Atheism Save Europe? Christopher Hitchins & John
Lennox

God on Trial - Debate on the
Existence of God - Christopher
Hitchins & Dinesh d'Souza

Bible Study Six 50 min
sessions

39
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Publisher

Category

Let the Nations be Glad - John
Piper

Six 30-minute sessions offering a biblical defense of
God's supremacy in all things. Topics include:
defining missions and defining people, urgency of
missions, goal & fuel of missions, prayer, and
suffering.
.
Series of addresses by John Piper to accompany the
book of the same name.
.
The Christian family in Covenant. 9-part series :
Father & Son / Family Plan / Family's Chief End /
Covenant Husband / Covenant Wife / Covenant Child
/ Church Family / Q&A 1 / Q&A 2.
.
The issues facing men today require solutions
beyond just regular church attendance. It takes
discipline and determination to keep faith strong.
This series will give men the tools they need to
reflect Christ in all aspects of their lives. Man and:
Bible /Creation /Prayer /Worship /Sabbath
/Fellowship /Counsel /Fasting /Stewardship /Service
/Spritiual Warfare /Evangelism.
.
.

Baker

Bible Study Six 30 min
sessions

40

DesiringGod.org

Bible Study

41

Tolle Lege / Ligonier

Bible Study Nine
sessions

42

Man in the Mirror

Christian
living

43

Don't Waste Your Life - John
Piper
Bound for Glory - RC Sproul

Man's Guide to the Spiritual
Disciplines - Patrick Morley

Length

12-part
series

2007

2007
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Fireproof - Never Leave your
Partner Behind

Atheist Delusion, The

Hiding Place, The

Publisher

Cat.
No.

Release
Date

Category

Length

Affirm Films
At work inside burning buildings, Capt Caleb Holt
lives by the old firefighter's adage: Never Leave Your
Partner Behind. At home, in the cooling embers of
his marraiage, he lives by his own rules. His job is to
rescue others. Now Caleb Holt is ready to face the
toughest job ever - rescuing his wife's heart.
.
.

Christian
living

119 min

44

2009

Living Waters
Millions of people embrace the foolishness of
atheism. 'The Atheist Delusion' pulls back the
curtain and reveals what is going on in the mind of
those who deny the obvious. Follow a number of
atheists as they go where the evidence leads, and
display an honesty that is rarely seen on film.
.
Inspiring true story of Holocaust survivor Corrie ten WorldWide Pictures
Boom. With the WWII Nazi invasion of Holland, the
ten Boom family joins the underground resistance to
help save persecuted Jewish families. But when they
are arrested and imprisoned in concentration camps
themselves, they're left with nothing to cling to but
their faith.
.

Current
Issues

62 min

45

2016

History

145 min

46

1975
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War Room - Prayer is a Powerful A compelling faith drama filled with humour and
heart. Tony & Elizabeth have it all - but appearances
Weapon

Cat.
No.

Release
Date

Publisher

Category

Length

ProvidentFilms.org

Christian
living

120 min

47

Ligonier Ministries

History

Seven 23
min sessions

48

can be deceiving. Their world is crumbling under
the strain of a failing marriage. While Tony basks in
his professional success, Elizabeth resigns herself to
increasing bitterness. But their lives take an
unexpected turn when Elizabeth meets her newest
client, Miss Clara, and is challenged to establish a
'war room' and a battle plan of prayer for her family.
As Elizabeth tries to fight for her family, Tony's
hidden struggles come to light.
.

Reformation Profiles by Stephen The Middle Ages has been called the 'Dark Ages'
because of the death and spiritual darkness that
J Nichols
burdened Europe in this period. During the
sixteenth century, the Reformation altered this
course, bringing life and light through the recovery
of God's Word. 7 sessions: Why the Reformation
Matters / Sola Scriptura - Luther / Sola Gatia Zwingli / Sola Fide - Lady Jane Grey / Sola Christus Calvin / Sola Deo Gloria / Q&A.
.

2015
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Luther vs Rome

OffTheRailsAustralia
How a Hammer and Nail Changed the World - a
powerful documentary narrated by David Suchet on
the life of Martin Luther and the Reformation he
inspired. In October 1517 Luther nailed his 95
'points for discussion' onto the door of the church in
Wittenberg, which exploded into a confrontation
with Rome and the Pope.
.
Koorong
Years of bouncing from one foster care home to
another have left Mason Jones feeling unwanted and
unloved. When the 17-year-old moves in with the
Lewis family they seem just like all his previous
foster parents: middle-aged, one child and called by
God to change his life. But unlike the others the
Lewis family is determined to keep Mason around,
despite the initial wishes of their son Nate, who
views taking Mason into their home as an attempt to
replace their deceased son and brother, Jack. With
zero chances left and no options other than juvenile
detention, Mason starts attending a court-mandated
support group. There he finds a surprise ally in the
pastor's daughter, Lacey, and learns important life
lessons about humility, respect and fresh starts.
.

In the Name of God

Publisher

Cat.
No.

Release
Date

Category

Length

History

52 min

49

2017

Christian
living

86 min

50

2013
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Codes & Creation - Calvin Smith Evolutionists state that life arose spontaneously

Cat.
No.

Release
Date

Publisher

Category

Length

Creation Ministries

Creation

31 min & 38
min

51

Creation

50 min

52

Creation

49 min

53

from non-life millions of years ago. In this two-part
DVD you will hear revealing and shocking quotes
from evolutionists that suggest that the very
foundations of evolutionary origins of life are
collapsing under the weight of cutting edge scientific
observations.
.
Creation Ministries
Origins in the Modern World : There are many who tells us that origins is just a
Why it Matters - Dr Carl Wieland 'side issue' for Christians. Dr Carl Wieland shows
clearly the deleterious implications for church and
society when the Bible's 'big picture' of origins is
sidelined in any culture. He also unravels some
common misconceptions about 'science' and
'religion'.
.
.
Arguments Creationists Should Avoid scientific fallacies and outdated arguments on: Creation Ministries
origin of the second law of thermodynamics at the
NOT Use - Dr Jonathan Sarfati
fall / Archaeopteryx the transition bird / Darwin's
deathbed recantation / the NZ plesiosaur / NASA and
Joshua's long day / archaeological claims of Ron
Wyatt / moon dust / solar neutinos.
.

